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The story is told of .two Marshall alums who were duck
hunting back on one of West Virginia's secluded lakes. The
weather being typically December, and these hunters being
typically prepared for it wiith plenty of anti-freeze, ;had taken
on enough liquid cheer to thaw Alaska when a lone duck flew
up.
The hunter who had bragged most about his prowess with
a gun decided to take the first shot. Pow! Pow! Pow! until his
ammunition was gone. "I thought you were so great with a gun,
Zeke. You didn't hit a 1Jhing. What happened?" "Zeb", he replied, "what you are seeing is a modern miracle. That flock of
ducks is dead bu·t they just don't know it."
Marshall University has often been termed a "modern educational miracle". Compared with many other instiJtutions of its
size, there are probably dozens of times in the past when the
doors should have been closed. In fact, in the Academy's early
struggle for existence, the doors were closed for financial reasons and reopened under different leadlersihip and management.
The situation can be up-dated 1tlo 1968 with the exception that
there is no danger of the doors being closed except for an occasional prank bomb scare. In fact, Marshall Universioty stands
at the thre!lhold of horizons unlimited. We are experiencing
growth 1Jhat crowds classroom facilities while enrollment, housing, din·ing facilities and administrative work loads are strained
with the sheer weight of number.>,
Parallel to early problems of The Academy, a great many
of Marshall's problems stem from financial need. However, unlike Marshall's earliest years, the solution to these problems is
readily at hand. The community, 11he region, the state and higher
education in general are demanding that Marshall University
step into the leadership role and provide the facilities, quality
of instruction and vital functions of a University for the people
it serves. MarShall must provide the youth of the area with the
quality of education in the areas most meaningful to them.
The community, business, industry and non-college-exposed
individuals are also crying for MarShall Ito fill a void in their
lives by providing meaningful areas of researoh and study.
To repeat, tihe solution is readily at lb.and. President Roland
H. Nelson, Jr. has launched a nationwide fund raising campaign
whioh will get Marshall off of our own one yard line and out
iDlt.o the open. With sufficient money •to get good field position,
Dr. Nelson can recruit :the nations outstandiing professors in
areas wthere our faculty need strengthening; instead of a headdown quarterback sneak, sufficient money to allow faculty to
it:ravel, study and do researdh, will improve the qual~ty of instruction provided students; instead of Marshall remaining "a
modern educational miracle" operating on inadequate state
funds down around our own five yard line, sufficient funds for
matchjng government money tihat is available for TeSearoh,
student loans and other programs, will start this institution on
its way up tihe field towards real achievement.
In this column I have poin.t.ed out the disparity in state
fund allocations to Marshall as compared Ito West Virginia University and the at.her state colleges. Perhaps I should also have
pointed out that in 1966-67 W. V. U. alumni gave their Alma
Mater $249,152. Marsihall alumni contribut:ed $23,000 to Annual
Giving.
If you consider yourself a loyal Marshall Alumnus, express
it in every way you can. Make a "Commitment to Marshall" by
giving to the fund ithis year.

COMMITMENT TO MARSHALL 220
There is a sense of excitement on the
Marshall University campuses. Students
talk about it; visitors sense it; the faculty Js excited by it; the community is
witness to it.
This excitement is caused by a feeling thrt Marshall is moving t o w a r d
distinction to become a university in
function as well as in name.
Our new and dynamic university
president proposed that Marshall become a Metroversity, a model institution to serve as a major force in our region, a brokerage house f o r ideas and
brainpower, a catalyst for positive social
action, concerned with and closely tied
to the development, social and cultural,
economic and governmental, of the region in which it is located.
Marshall University urgently needs
immediate monies to supplement its
current and proposed state appropriated
budgets; monies to begin fulfillment of
the dream of a Metroversity.
In order for Marshall to become a
Metroversity, the university must look
beyond the West Virginia Legislature
for financial support, and turns to its
faculty, students, friends, and to the
most logical source of all, its alumni.
In order for Marshall to become a
University in function as well as name,
funds must come from private sources.
There simply is not enough money available from state appropriations.
The beginning of the solution comes
in the f o rm of an announcement by
President Nelson that Marshall will
launch a nationwide fund campaign with
a goal of $220,000. The areas where
funds are most urgently needed are
listed below.
"Commitment To Marshall Goal''
Matching funds for Sstudent Loans$40,000.
Special Faculty Recruitment Funds$40,000.
Faculty Professional Development
Fund-$50,000.
Matching Funds for Foundation and
Federal Grants - $50,000.
Presidents Discretionary F u n d $40,000.
Alumni

~iation

Assumes $75,000

Share of Goal

The Alumni Association has set its
sights on $75,000 worth of tlhe $220,00:l
goal. This :is three times more money
than has ever been contributed through
the Alumni Association in any one an-

Kiclcoff •••

Attending the "Commitment to Marshall" kickoff luncheon
were (left to right): Jim Porter, Hoyt Wheeler, James
Vaughn and Jane Clay, student body president. Photo by
Huntington Publishing Company.

nual giving year. However, in the past,
annual giving solicitation has been done
by mail and occasionally by telephone.
This effort is so important to Marshalls
progress that campaign workers will be
contacting alumni personally for ·their
gift or pledge to the drive. In are as
where personal contact is not possible
letters will be sent urging alumni to
contribute.
It should be pointed out that alumni
gifts to the "Commitment to Marshall"
campaign will be counted as a regular
annual gift so continuous years of giving
will not be interrupted. This will permit
"Old Beech Club" members and "Tow.,
ers Club" members and "Regular Annual Donors" to maintain their records
of loyal and continuous participation already established.
HELPING OUR YOUNG PEOPLE
A Commitment to Marshall of
$40,000 can be matched by $360,000 in
federal funds on a 10 to 90 basis to generate a total of $400,000 in National- Defense Student Loans. It is estimated
that during the current academic year,
691 sutdents at Marshall will participate
in this program under its presented estimated funding of $290,000; far short of
1

the amount needed to provide higher
education opportunities for deserving
and talented students. A Commitment to
Marshall would provide these opportunities to students who otherwise may be
lost because of relatively small but academically disasterous financial needs.
Funds are loaned to students at the
rate of 3% interest with repayment beginning after graduation.
Also critically needed are funds to
supplement the university's participation
in the College Work Study Program in
which an estimated 950 Marshall students will engage in part-time work
this academic year while pursuing their
studies. Another 292 Marshall students
share in federal grants under the Economic Opportunity Grant Program.
This means that 10.4% of the student
body at Marshall will be receiving National Defense Student Loans this year,
and a 4.4% will be employed ·in the College Work Study Program. The percentage of students needing financial help is
mil.ch higher.
Illustrating the need for financial
help: $52,017 is provided in Federal aid
scholarships, loans, and grants to freshmen from Cabell County; $43,067 to
Kanawha County freshmen; $36,167 to

Logan County; and $32,134 to Wyoming
County.
West Virginia's future depends upon
its young people, their education and
training, and the opportunities we create
for them.
BUILDING A STRONG FACULTY

A

Commitment

to

Marshall

of

$40,000 will pave the way for prospec-

tive faculty to visit the campus and experience the excitement and potential of
our growth in the hope of attracting the
best to become a part of us. In addition,
this commitment will allow our deans
and others to visit other campuses and
take part in reholarly meetings in an
effort to recruit faculty members.
The future strength of the Marshall
faculty must be built upon an adequate
number of associate professors possessing the terminal degree; and when these
people become full professors, a new
generation of associate professors with
doctorate degrees must be in readiness.
Marshall needs to attract additional
top flight faculty to carry on the tradition of the university. The College of
Arts and Sciences, for example, has 47
full professors, nearly all of whom have
the highest degree in their field. However, of the 32 associate professors, only
8 of them hold terminal degrees. Of 45
assistant professors, roughly one third
hold terminal degrees.
Marshall can attract its share of the
best faculty available to raise the overall percentage of faculty with terminal
degrees well above its present 30% .
The competition for talent is as keen
in higher education as in industry a n d
other professions. Marshall cannot compete without active recruitment.
At least two or three candidates for
top faculty positions should be interviewed on the campus in order to properly fill a post. For example, to bring
one canddiate from Washington, D.C. to
Huntington requires $51 for a round:.trip
economy airline ticket. If these candidates travel from various points just in
the eastern United States, substantial
funds beyond the present budget are
needed for travel expenses.
KEEPING ABREAST OF THE TIMES
A Commitment to Marshall of
$50,000 will enable our faculty to

broaden knowledge in their fields by allowing them to attend professional and
scholarly meetings, visit other distinguished universities, and provide financial
support for research projects.
With proper funds, distinguished scholars can be brought to the Marshall

campus to enlgihten the entire university community.
By attending a profE*.'Sional meeting,
a professor projects the enthusiasm of
Marshall, thereby attracting others to
the campus who share his professional
interests.
Recently, one of Marshall's faculty
members, an author of several significant books, pointed with pride to an invitation to present a major scholarly paper to a national meeting of scholars.
The total departmental budget for travel
was less than one half of that needed
for the trip. He faced several alternatives: to attend and pay his own way;
to decline; or to send the paper to the
convention noting that Marshall cannot
support this kind of scholarly activity.
For the entire College of Arts and
Sciences with a faculty of 192, the current budget for travel is $4,100, or $21.35
per fa.culty member.
MAK.ING MONEY WORK

A

Commitment

to

Marshall

of

$50,000, matched with grant funds on .a
50-50 basis, would generate $100,000 for

strengthening research programs and
purchase of essential t echnical equipment.
In many cases, a greater ratio of
matching grants is available. Recently,
Mars-hall University lost a $50,000 grant
because it could not match it with $10,000 from local funds.
Virtually no funding agency will
support an entire project. Those requesting a matching grant must provide certain monies to guarantee the success of
the project.
Because Marshall is unable to participate in major matching grant programs, many able faculty members are
attracted to other institutions which
routinely support faculty research projects.
PLANNING AHEAD

A

Commitment to Marshall of
$40,000, to be used at the discretion of
the president, will be applied to meet
the university's most crdtical needs, including supplemental funds f o r other
programs described, and to provide
planning money for new univer~ty developments.
Planning a great university is a task
which will require the knowledge and
talents of many people. Building a Metroversity is an even greater task since
it is a model and not a carbon copy of
other institutions.
A Metroversity to meet the needs of
West Virginians is more than a vision.
It can soon become a reality.
2

CBAIRMEN NAMED
Mr. Coleman Trainor, Jr. president
of the First Huntington National Bank,
will serve as General Alumni Chairman
for the "Commitment to Marshall"
campaign.
Mr. Trainor attended Marshall from
1947 to 1949. He received the BS degree
in Commerce from the University of
Virginia in 1949.
{n August 1966 he returned to Huntington as Vice President of t h e Fim
Huntington National Bank. Upon retirement of Mr. Taylor Beard in June 1968
Mr. Trainor was made President of the
bank.
At the annual Alumni Day Banquet
in May 1968, Mr. Trainor was elected to
the board of ciirectors of the Marshall
University Alumni Association. His interest in the University has been demonstrated frequently by his participation
in Man'hall activities and membership
in the Big Green Club. The Alwnni Association is pleased to have Mr. Trainor
serve in this important capacity.
After studying the $75,000 goal f o r
Alumni Annual Giving Mr. Trainor
said, ''The 1968-69 Alumni Fund Drive
for Marshall University will give everyone that attended Marshall an opportunity to assist our alma mater in th is
time of need. I am appointing the following county chairmen for West Virginia.
Chairman for other states are being
contacted at this writing and will be announced at a later date. If one ot these
men call on you tor help, please volunteer. Remember, it is Marshall that is
asking for your loyal support."
West Virginia Chairmen are as
follows:
Cabell County - Mr. John C. McEldowney '39-47
Kanawha County - Mr. Hoyt
Wheeler '58
Logan County - Dr. Walter Brewer,
M.D. 1918-23
Wayne County - Mr. Herb Diamond
Wood County-Mr. Buck Jamison '38
Jackson-Roane-Wirt Counties - Dr.
Charles Kelly, 0. D. '52
Mingo County-Dr. Don Staker, DDS
'50

Mason Coun~y - Mr. Charles' Lanham '52
Greenbrier County - Mr. Leonard
Campbell '50
F~ette County Mr. Walter Caldwell, Mrs. Mildred Hill '19
Raleigh County - Mr. James (Jim)
Vaughn '53
Lincoln County - Mrs. Jess (Betty)
McClure '42

COMMITMENT TO MARSHALL
Questions And Answers
Q. What is a Metroversity?
A To quote Marshall's new President
Dr. Roland H. Nelson, Jr., "lt is proposed thaJt Marshall University become a model institution to serve as
a major force in our region, a brokerage !house for ideas and brainpower, a
catalyst for positive social aation, concerned with and closely tied to the
development, social and cultural,
economic and governmental, of tlhe
region in which ilt ds located.
Q. What is tlhe purpose of tlhe Commit-

ment to Marslhall Fund?
A. Marshall University urgently needs
immediate monies to supplement its
current and proposed state appropriated budgets; monies to begin fulfillment of the dream of a Metroversity.

Q. What is the pledge period for con-

Q. If unforseen circumstances arise, can

tributing to l!he Commitment Ito Marshall Fund?
A. 'I1he pledge period for ithe campaign
is from November 18, 1968 .to May 31,
1969.

I defer payment/s of my pledge, or
extend 11he time for payment?
A. This is a voluntary program. If conditions a11ise that prevent honoring a
pledge at the time payment is due, it
is requested that tlhe Marshall Foundation be so informed. Our pledges
are primarily moral obligations which
we intend to honor when we sign a
pledge card.

Q. Are conl:Tibutions to the Commitment

to Marshall Fund tax deductible?
A. Yes. All contributions to an educational institution are tax deductible
wihen in accordance with the Federal
Tax Laws.
Q. When I make a gift to the Commit-

ment to Marshall Fund, can I specify
own payment plan? Will I be reminded when my payments are due?
A. Yes. Payments on your pledge m a y
be made whenever you wish and so
designate on your pledge card. During rtJhe campaign period (Novembe r
18, 1968 tJhrough May 31, 1969) all
contributors will be duly informed of
their commitment.
my

0

Q. How much money will be required

to realize the objectives of the Commitment to Marshall Fund?
A. A goal of $220,000 ihas been set as
.tJhe immediate objective for the 196869 school year.
Q. What are .the critical areas w ih e r e
0

funds are needed?

A. Funds

Q. Can

gi~ts

of securities, stccks or
bonds, or real property be made?
A. Yes, there is a definite tax advantage
to be gained by rtihe giving of securities or property that have appreciateJ
in value, or when a loss has been incurred. Your tax b1wyer or consulltant
can provide you wi'.lh answers to
these problems or •the MarShall Foundation office will assist if you desire.

not supplied through the
yearly budget or outside sources a r e
urgenitly needed to support these
areas:
Matdhing Funds for
Student Loans
$ 40,000
Special Faculty
Recruitment Funds
$ 40,000
Faculty Professional
Development Fund
$ 50,000
MatCh.ing Funds for
Foundation and Federal
Grants
$ 50,000
President's Discretionary
Fund
$ 40,000
Commitment to Marshall
Goal
$220,000

A. This is a question only you can
answer. Only you know what Marshall means to you . . . in ·the past,
present, and future. Your continuing
support is essential for Marshall to
serve as a vital educational force.

Q. What are •the anticipated' sources of

Q. In case of death, will my pledge be

suppoot for fue Commi•t ment t.o Marshall Fund?
A Support funds will be solicited from
Marshall Alumni, Staff and Faculty;
lndusbry, Business and Financial Institutions; Students and Friends of
the University.

A In suah a case payment is optional. In
many cases where tlhis problem has
been noted, tlhe person making tJhe
pledge has made a provision in his
will in regard to honoring the commitment Ito the school

Q. How slhould payments of checks be

made?

A Checks should be made payable to
the Marshall Foundation, Inc.
Q. How much should I give?

binding upon my beneficiaries?
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Q. What is tlhe current enrollment of

Marslhall University? What ·is the
anticipated student enrollment within
the ne:lQt several years?
A. Current total enrollment at Marshall,
including ·tlhe branch colleges, extension classes and others is more than
9,200. There are 8,041 students attending classes on the main campus
alone. It is projected that by the fall
of 1972, there will be 9,363 students
enrolled on tlhe main campus.
Q. Who is taking part in the campaign?
A. Faculty, students, alumni and friends
wlho are interested in tlhe advancement of educational excellence by
Marshall University,

Q. Is this ·llhe only university campaign?
A. Except for the Big Green Scholarslhip
Fund, this is itihe only universioty organized public fund raising campaign.
Q. Will my gift to this campaign count

towards Alumni Annual Giving?
A. Yes. Gifts will still be credited towards "Old Beech Club", "Towers
Club", and "Regular Annual Giving".
This permits alumni donors to main•tain their continuous years of annual
giving.
Q. Will my alumni ohapter and class re-

ceive creddit for my contribution?
A. Yes. Records will be kept as oin years
past showing how muah each class
has contributed. Records will show
amounts contributed by chapter area
also.
Q. Can my employer still mat.ch my gift

to ·tihe "Commitment to Marshall"
fund?
A. Definitely. More than 400 companies
now match gifts to higher education.
Gifts of property, stock and bonds
can also be matched. Your company
will furnish :the proper forms.

Homeming '68 was termed "a real
success" by Harry Sands, director of
alunini affairs, as a standing-room-only
crowd attended the reception on Friday
night and 250 attended the twin dances
held Saturday night at the Hotel Frederick.
An estimated 2,200 attended the
Tam~ concert while 2,000 were at the
Memorial Fieldhouse dance on Saturday
night. Viewing house d e c o r a t i o n s,
watching a parade and attending the
football game completed the "busy"
week-end.
Frats Aid Scholarship
Fraternities, this year, voted to contribute $100 each to a scholarship fund
which will be matched by $900 from the
National Defense Student Loan Program to provide $1,000 in scholarships for
MU students. Each fraternity will also
contribute $75 to needy children in the
Huntington area.
Cost of repairs to meet fire regulation standards on most houses coupled
with the scholarship contributions left
the fraternities financially unable to
participate in the Homecoming with
decorations.
Sororities Add Color
Using the theme "Happinees Is ..•",
the sororities took over the responsi-

HAPPINESS WAS
HOMECOMING '68
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bility of "dressing up the campus" after
enlisting the aid of fraterni ties to help
"work".
Alpha Xi Delta, for the second year
in a row, tied with Delta Zeta for first
place, while Sigma Kappa placed second. "Happiness Is Taming the Broncog"
was used by the Alpha Xi's while the
DZ's used "Happiness is a Warm
Bronco". Sigma Kappa used the theme,
"Happiness Is Having the Crusader Foil
Our Foes."
Other Firsts Received
Alpha Chi Omega won first place in
sign competition while second place
went to West Hall. In commenting on
t h e window display contest, sponsored
by the Alumni Association and the
Downtown Improvement Group, Mr.
Sands said that "all the judges concurred on Anderson-Newcomb as the winner. I thought they made an excellent
choice. We were very pleased with the
number of merchants participating in
the contest."
Engineering Breakfast
Ninety Marshall engineering graduates attended the Homecoming breakfast held at the Holiday Inn Saturday
morning, October 26.
The breakfast was one of several
activities planned by C.0.M.E. (Com-

mittee of Marshall Engineers) and
chairman, John Cash '64. Dr. A. E. Mccaskey, Dean of the College of Applied
Sciences, talked to the g r o u p after a
welcome by Jim Porter '43 president of
the Marshall University Alumni Association.
Later in the day, seventy of the
graduates attended the Homecoming
football game and sat in a section reserved for them. All seventy members
cheering at peak voice did not q u i t e
turn the tide for Marshall as Western
Michigan scored 48 points.
The reunion was brought to a musical close with the group attending t h e
Twin Dance at the Hotel Frederick, Mel
Gillispie furnished excellent music and
the Engineers danced the night a w a y
along with alumni from fifteen o t h e r
states.
Cavalier Banquet
The Cavaliers, mens social fraternity
organized in the mid-1950's, also met
at the Holiday Inn. This was the Cavaliers 10th consecutive Homecoming
banquet.
While waiting for late-comers, talk
ranged from, "Did you tour the new
library, academic or athletic buildings?
I never would have believed it, if I
hadn't gone inside. Marshall is begin-

ning to resemble a university." .. . to
comments on graying or receding hair
lines.
Following the dinner, President Jim
Noll introduced Larry McKenzie, MU
assistant basketball coach, who commented on this year's basketball squad
and discussed how alumni can play an
active and very important role in Marshall's recruitment program.
Although Walter and Ruth Stigall
(Pembroke, N. C.) and Louie and Karen
Devaughn (Hopatcong, N. J.) traveled
several miles . for Homecoming, Bob and
Cecila Friedly easily traveled the most
distance this year, especially since they
left their children in Moundsville and
·had to return there before heading back
to Indianapolis, Indiana.
Dave and Sarah Friedlander's open
house gave those not attending the
dances an opportunity to catch up on
the news and hear a few more of Grover Hamrick's ''jokes." Major J o h n
Pack, in San Francisco on his way to
Vietnam, called to hear how the game
turned out and to make reservations for
next year. "All Cavalier alumni under
the rank of Major be advised . . . You
will attend '69 Homecoming next fall.
Yes, Sir, See you there, Sir!"

DELTA ZETA
Photo by The Parthenon

ALPHA XI DELTA
Photo by The Parthenon
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Major David W, Stallings, was one
of the 1,344 U. S. and allied officers selected rto attend tlhe U. S. Airrny Command and General Staff College at Ft.
Leavenwcmth, Kan. He ~aduated from
MarShall in 1955.
Army

Captain

William E.

Clark,

(left) received 1the Army Commendation

In The Service . . .

Medal during ceremonies on October 10
in Germany. The award was for meritorious service wlhile serving as sbaff
bands officer in the Offilele of Adjutanll;
General, in Germany, from October,
1966 rto October, 1968. He graduated
from Marshall rin 1956 and received his
M.A. degree in 1959.
Army Doctor Raymond L. Brown Jr.
was promored to major during ceremonies at Ft. Sam Houston, Texas, Sept.
13. He is resident physician in the Department of Anesthesia at the Brooke
General Hospital tlhere. He graduated
firom Marshall in 1960.
Major Harry Skeins has b e e n assigned as operations officer for the 2nd
Battalion, 503rd Infantry, 173d Airborne Bl'igade in Vietnam where he will
coordinate all combat operations for the

R. L. BROWN
battalion. He has received the Bronze
Star, Air Medal, Anny Commendation
Medal, and Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry for exceptional valor. He completed Graduate School at Marshall in
1960.

Captain William E. Clark, left, :receives
the Army Commendation Medal from
Colonel J, H. Robinson.
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•Marshall Graduates are listed first.
Barbara Nell McCoy, '68, and Gregory C. Slater, July 29 in Williamson.
James A. Wallen II, '67 and Lucienda
Welch, Aug. 24.
Jane Ligon Hankins, '68, and Ronald
Drake Beatty, Aug. 24.
Teresa Wynelle GothaTd, '68, and
Capt. Thomas I. Ard, Aug. 24.
Douglas Allen Sullivan, '67, and
Jeanie Delaine Puckett, July 13.
Douglas Steel Warner, '68, and Elizabeth Carol Legg, Aug. 16.
Carol Thornton, '64, and James Anthony Corti, Sept. 7.
Stephen B. Spurlock, '66, and Martha
Ann Burkett, Aug. 16 in Steubenville.
Sharyn Vale Brooks, '68, and Stephen
Ralph McDonald, Sept. 7.
James Dale DeFoe, '68, and Marion
Sue Hatfield, Aug. 31.
Donald Laurence Robinson, '68, and
Abagail Ann Morgan, Oct. 12.
William Edgar Dreger, '68, and
Katherine Ann Klein, Oct. 12 in Huntington.
Simon G. Haddad, '68, and Niki Ann
Wilson, Sept. 27 in Morgantown.
Louise A. Francois, '67, and Douglas
W. Kachel, 67, Oct. 12 in Sinking
Spring, Pa.
Archibald Andrew MacQueen III,
'65, and Susan Elingwood Cobem,
Aug. 17 in Johnstown, Pa.
Georgann Linsenmeyer, '68, and
James Franklin Kirtley, Aug. 17, in
Huntington.
Roma Lynn Gay, '65, and Gary Adkins, '67, Aug. 17 in Proctorville, Ohio.
Patricia Ann Steplhens, '68, and Philip Allen Washburn, July 20.
Rebecca S. Younger, '68, and Samuel
Davidson Hedinger, Aug. 19.
Betty Childers, '48, and Wilburn H.
Triplett, Jr., '48, Oct. 26.
Lloyd Sanford Brown, '56, and Diana
Kay Fank'houser, Aug. 24.
Susan Beth King, '68, and Michael
Melton, Aug. 24.
Madalin Ann Edwards, '68, and
Richard Wesley Jackson, '68, Aug. 10.
James Madison Maynard, '68, and
Jenrinel Nenni, Aug. 24.
Conley Lemons, '65, and Susan Gerfen, July 6. They are living in Ft. Lauderdale.

H. Dean Peters, '61, and Solveig Lynn
Ramberg, Aug. 17. They will reside :in
Morgantown.
Ann Richardson, '67, and David Jess
Barabe, Aug. 17.
Eleanor Joyce Frazier, '66, and Robel't Ciccolella, '66, Aug. 15 in Cross
Lanes.
Maurine Louise Osborne, '67, and
Anthony Erit Marchani, '68, Aug. 11.
Samuel Kingsley McKeand., '64, and
Elizabeth Porter, July 22 in Catlettsburg,
Ky.
Barbara Shields Patrick, '57, and
Douglas Powers, July 13 in Parkersburg.
Joan Fleckenstein, '66, and William
Bruce Forrest, Jr. '67, July 20.
Emil C. Porter, '65, and Wanda Ann
Lewis, '64, July 26.
Frances Carol Hutchinson, '65, and
Donald J. Moore, July 10 in New Vienna, Ohio.
Nancy Stevens, '67, and Richan:l. R.
Hauser, July 20 in St. Albans.
James Kopp, '67, aind Louise Glasgow, July 20.
Carole Jean Humphreys, '68, and'
Norman LeRoy Coats II, Aug. 31.
Jo Ann Glanagan, '68, and Thomas
Stullen Camden III, '66, Sept. 21.
Pab-icia Lee Sparkes, '68, and Robert Dale Cook, Aug, 16.
Patricia Sue Carey, '68, and David
Eugene Lyon, Aug. 30.
Pamela Lynn Smith, '68, and Michael
Edward Chandler, '68, Aug. 24.
Kennetlh Kinerman, '65, and Audrie
Voytell, Aug. 20.
David Gudger Todd, '64, and Virginia Anne Burns, Aug. 24.
Ml!rgaret Darrelle Ackerman, '68, and
Edward Alexander Rog, '68, Sept. 21.
Andrea Lee Burgess, '67, and William Louis Dankmyer III, '67, Aug. 3.

New

Arrivals

DEATHS
1915
Minter L. Wilson, 77, fOTmer judge
of W. Va.'s 17th Judicial Circuit Court,
died September, 1968.
1917
Miss Etthel M, Morgan, 70, died in
September in a Hullltington hospital after
a tlhree-month illness.
1925
Berkeley Rowe Shafer, 68, former
professor of physics at Marshall, died
September, 1968.
1932
Kathleen E. Hines, 60, died in August, 1968.
1935
Frederick E. Brown, 57, a former
assistant professor of commerce at MarShall, died in September, 1968.
Mae D. Shelor, 75, died in July after
a long illness.
1938
George Sumner Brown Sr., 51, a metallurgist for the C. & 0. Railway died
in August, 1968.
1939
Lucille Bryant Phillips, died in July,
1968.

1968
Jack Bradley Comthers, 50, assistant
administrator of the State Rehabilitation
Center at Institute, died in August, 1968
while on vacation at Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
1957
Lt. Cmclir. Paul Wright, 31, died in
OctobeT, 1968 when 'his plane missed its
landing connection and fell into tlhe MediterTanean.
1963
William Milton Jack, 26, died in
September, 1968.

NEW ARRIVALS
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Haller,
former Judy Hughe8, '64, announce
the birth of a daughter, Cheryl
Lynn, on July 3. They are livinl in
Fairborn, Oh.lo.

• • • • • •

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Massey announce the birth ot their son, Tim
Robert, Jr. on Au1. 3. Both parents
are 1967 graduates. They are livinl
in Baltimore, Md.
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Who's Who
Thirty-six Marshall seniors have been
named to the 1968-69 edition of Who's
Who in American Universities and Colleges.
Students listed in the directory are
Marie Ann Abney, Joanne Chapman,
Lynda Clay, Patrick Jackson Cowles,
Frank Cummings, Jr., Ann Hagan,
Georgann Ha·11tman, Barbara Farrell,
Vicki Ann Haselip, Ann Johnston, Judy
Lee Judd, Greg Terry, and Lynda Shoemaker, all of HUilltington.
Others named are: Jane Clay and
Carol Lee Gunnoe, Charleston; Sandra
Longfellow, Ormond Beach, Fla.; Kathy
Gray and Nancy Scarbrough, Dunbar;
Margaret Jane Allen, St. Albans; Judith
Sarka, Wheeling; Barbara Arnold, Chesapeake; Georgia Barnett, Bluefield;
Cathy Buffalino, Huntington Station,
N. Y.; Darla Dean Hamil-ton, Miami, and
Iris Hudson, Elizabeth.
Also included are William Leith,
Maminsburg; Le'Ann Lette, South Charleston; Susan Mead, Irvington, N. J.;
Linda Miller, Welch; Patricia Owen, Atlanta, Ga.; Lynn Preece, Williamson;
F.dward Hamilton Robinson, Ill, Bel Air,
Md.; Bob Salsitz, Parkersbu11g; Bonnie
Louise Sharp, Waverly; Nancy Smitihson,
Webster Springs, and Jim Wooten, Beck·
ley.
A campus nominating committee selected 1Jhe students and sent it.heir names
to 1the editors of tlhe directory for
screening.
Students are chosen on the basis of
service to the community, leadership in
extracurricular activities, academic achievement, and future potential.

Familiar And New
Marshall's adrn.injs.trative scope has
taken ctO a new and yet a familiar outlook as familiar faces are seen in new
positions and as familiar positions are
filled by new faces.
Dr. Donald Dedmon, Iowa State UniversHy graduabe and a fonner speech
department chairman at Colorado State
University, is Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Named as 1he new assistant placement director is Mrs. Barbara Brunner
of Sou1Jhern Illinois University, where
she served as a teaching asistant in history.
Also a newcomer is Warren Myers,
housing director. Myers is a former assistant principal in A!lhland, Ky. He received his A.B. and M.A. degrees at
Marshall.
Former financial aid officer Geooge
0. Fraley has been named associate dean
of students. Dean Fraley was succeeded
in financial aid by Tery Myers, Hansford
senior, wfhere he serves as assistant financial aid officer.
Dr. Paul E. Stewart is presenUy •cting dean of the Graduate School Dr.
Stewart replaces Dr. John R. Warren
who is on leave of absence working in
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Dr. A. Mervin Tyson has been named
vice president of academic affairs. Dr.
Tyson, former chairman of the English
deparrtment moved up to this position
after Dr. J. Stewart Allen resigned.
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Negro Culture
Marshall is now offering a course in
"Negro Culture in America" which includes studies in the history, literature,
tiheater, art and music of the American
Negro.
As an elective undergraduate c::urse,
it is open to all MU students without
prerequisite. Departments of history,
speedh, English, anthropology, music and
art are jointly offering 1lhe course. once
a week.
If this beginning in Negro studies
proves successful, the program will later
be expanded to other courses of a similar
type, according to Dr. A. Mervin Tyson,
vice president of academic affairs.

New Gimmick
Teadhers college methods classes
ihave a new gimmick - "Micro-oteaching."
This technique will be u s e d in a
teaching laboratory in wihich eadh
"micro-teaching" session will be short
with only a limited number of students
being able to use the facilities. Each of
·these sessions will be built Mound a
specific skill as asking testing questions,
opening and closing a lesson, or teaching
a concept. For example, one teacher may
'!leach six or seven minutes with only
five students.
Phil E. Suiter, assistant professor of
education and principal of the lab school,
d1escribed the new approach as clinical,
"We will be using a clinical approach of
.training teadhers, whtireby their skills
can be analyzed and evaluated. Each
session will be video4:aped. Afterwards,
the tape may be played for inunegiate
analysis. Weaknesses can be ide::1tified
and suggestions given on the spot. Then
.the student can reteach the same lesson,
but with a different group of students.
In this way a person learns to teach by
actually teaching."
Education 319 and the methods classes were separated this semester in order to allow for more emPhasis on learning how to teach.
"We are looking a.t metJhods education a different way now than we did
ten years ago. It is now defined in ·terms
of these specific behaviors and skills. In
our previous program there was just not
enough time to deal witJh these specific
methods," Suiter said.
Micro~teaching may be used along
with the educational .t elevision program
w1hich is scheduled to be used on a trial
basis this spring. As the Education 319
elass studies a particular method, t h e
video-tapes on "micro-teadhing" may be
among tihe films used ito show how this
particular method is used within the
classroom.

Accreditation
Accreditation of the Civil Engineerilng Program was commemorated r.ecenily by Alumni of tlhe Marshall Engineering Department with a breakfast at
the Holiday Inn, with Dr. A. E. McCaskey, dean of the College of Applied
Science, as guest speaker, followed by a
ball at the Hotel FredeTick that evening.
"The entire Engineering Departmenit
has been working towards accradiation
of cur civil engineering program since
1951," was lllhe statement of Professor
Sam T. Stinson, Cihairman of the Depar.tment of E11gineering at Marshall.
A fiinal two-day evaluation by an Ad
Hoc Committee of tile Engineers Council
for Professional Developm ent was made
in April. This council w:hich is recognized by the U. S. Office of Education,
spent two days vis~ting with engineering faculty, speaking with ·11he chairmen
of the departments whiich give support
to tlhe program, examining library aind
lab facilities and speaking w i th administrators.
The decision from the report, which
had been given to the Engineers Council
for final review and evaluation to accredit tihe Civil Engineering Program
approved by .1Jhe Dept. of Education, was
sent to President Roland H. Nelson, Jr.
in September.
This changes 1lhe designation of degrees from a general Bachelor of Engineering Science to a Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineerin·g. The depaiitment is
now seeking the accrediation of its mechanical and electrical engineering programs, according to Professor Stinson.
The need for a new building to house
better facilities has been pointed ouit.
Plans for such a structure are in the
early architectural stages.

0
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MARSHALL'S GAIN; TOKYO'S LOSS

When Americans go to Tokyo any11hing can happen bUJt in th.is case Marshall University gained a new stud0111t.,
Miss Haruyo Kijima, wtho says, "Every
morning when I go to school I am happy
as can be, because I am studying at
MarShall and living he.re."
On a trip to Japan this summer,
President and Mrs. Roland Nelson Jr.
met briefly with Miss Kijirna and her
parents, who expressed an interest in
her going to. school in America. Miss
Kijirna worked on her English so thaJt
She could come to •tlhe United States and
on Aug. 23, she arrived at the Nelson's
home in Virginia and came to Marshall
on Sept. 18.
Nat having mastered the English
language yet, Miss Kijirna always has an
English to Japanese and a Japanese to
English dictionary aJt. hand. While in
Virginia, Miss Kijirna met a Japanese
student who said she bad forgotten her
Japanese in one year, so slhe hopes that
she can forget hers as quickly.
In addition to .tihe Nelson children,
"who are my English teachers", she is
getting help from Dr. Peter K. Fei, professor of linguistics.. WaJtch.ing television
is also !helping. According to Mrs. Nelson, slang can be botlh confusing and
amusing especially when a eirl friend
wtho stubbed her toe in relating the incident later remarked, ''I almost broke my
neck."
In studying English, math. art and
ihome economics, Miss Kijirna talres the
professors literally when ithey say, "If
you ihave a question, come to my office."
One day she visited a professor's office

HARUYO KIJIMA -

four times. She must translate her lessons to Japanese befare she can study
which sometimes makes bed ·t ime a late
hour.
The campus is "huge" to Miss Kijirna. ''It is big; it looks like a pa:rk.. In
Japan, colleges are very liottle." 'Thees,
squirrels, ·tlhe Huntington Galleries and
fog are special atitiractions for !her.
Football, she does not und«stand,
because in Japan baseball and soccer are
tlh.e major sports.
The one thing sihe likes best about
America are .tihe people. "They are so
ktlnc:f." she explains. Her big problem
involving the new people ·t hat s:he meel5
eac!h day - she cannot remember ifheir
names.
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M is s Kijima's Japanese family consists of her parenlts, grandmother, two
brothers and a sister. 'lbe Nelsons a.re
her American family and she seems to
be delighted wi!Jh them. "I am honored
to be here," she said.
"We are more honored rto have her,"
said Mrs. Nelson. "She is a pleasure.
Wlhen I ask her if she lis homesick, She
always s a y s \no' ". In a lel7tler to her
mother, She said, "I am sorry to say I
am not !homesick."
Mrs. Nelson attributes Miss Kijirnas'
satisfaction and happiness to the people
who have been kind ito her. "I am eternally grateful to all the studenots and
professors who have been so k i n d to
Haruyo," she said.

Students and faculty members will
be given an opportunity to talk to members of tihe West Virginia Board of Education as one of its regular business
meetings is planned for tlle Marshall
campus rtihis year, according to Dr. Leslie
Martin, Board administrator and secretairy in a state to a reporter for The Parthenon.
Maire-up of the Board is described by
Dr. Martin: "Nine Boan! members are
appointed, each one for a n i n e year
term, but not more than two may be
from any o n e Congressional district.
Membership is divided as equally as possible between the two major political
parties and no two members may be
graduates of the same school. However,
there are no basic educational requiremerrts for the members."
Concerning open or closed meetings,
since itlhere is no legal provision, Dr.
Martin had this to say, "The Boaro long
ago established the policy of open regular meetings, but reserved the right •to
executive sessions that are closed. We
would welcome students rto our meetings."
In explaining lthe role of the Board,
its functions and controls over Marshall
and the o!Jher eight state colleges, Dr.
Martin said, ''The West Virginia Boad
of Education determines all policy relating to programs, personnel, budgeting
and physical plant development It also
approves or rejects a 11 staff appointments, expenditures, programs, and :the
distribution of funds. To the president
of each institution, the Boaird dieleganes
executive powers to administrate 1lllle internal affairs of that school."
In explaining tlhe policy-making
body, Dr. Martin says, ''We provide rthe
guidelines for the schools to go by, but
also give them enough latitude Ito make
the best possible use of the guidelines."
As to the recommendation to establish an overseeing Boa-rd of Regenlts for

state higher education, Dr. MaI'ltin says,
"I am not opposed to the Board of Regents plan, but due to certain developments in the matter of reorganization in
higher education, I feel it should be left
to a later date than the upcoming legislature," going into detail by say.i.ng:
1. "Marshall has just acquired a new
president who should be g i v e n ample
time to become thoroughly acquainted
wi.th, and knowledgeable on all facets of
its makeup.
2. "The Board itself ihas just created
a r.ew staff and we are in ·the midst of
developing criteria for the governing of
state schools.
3. "A joint committee of the Board
of Education and the West Virginia University Board of Governors has recently
been reactivated. This will determine
common areas on which the two boards
should be working to develop a plan of
voluntary coordination."
The Board, according to Dr. Maritin,
wants to lay down programs for the
schools rather than impose some superstruc·ture over them. '"Ibese programs
will be geared to the individual oneeds of
each school, rather 1han considering
them as a whole. Certainly what is essential for Shepherd College may nolt be
lacking at Marsihall .The importan/t point
is to develop programs first, and then
reorganize in the upper echelons."
Dr. Martin t!hought ilt was not advisable now to consider a separate board
of governors for Marslhall for the itlhree
previously stated reasons saying, "Of
course anyone can introduoe legislation
and it may be that some person or ointerest group will propose a board of governors, but the Staite BoaI'ld definitely
plans tJo support President Nelson's budget request," for he added that the
Board is critically concerned witlh Ma.rshall becoming a univers~ty in fact, as
~ll as name.
One critical reorgan.izaltiional matter
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that concerns Dr. Martin is the separation of function under the present Board
structure since tlhe Board is now responsible for all elementary, secondary education, Marshall University, the e i g h t
stat.e-supported colleges, vocational education and rehabilitation and '1lhe education of the deaf and blind. "There is definitely a need for a plan 1to decrease
tlhis workload for •the Board," he said.
The right of student appeal to the
Board, brought this comment, "A student may appeal to the Board only if he
has exhausted all channels open to him
at his school. I can recall no instance of
llhis happening." He added that students
are simply not expelled from scihool today. "When I was dean it was done, but
today there is a thing called student
r~ts."

We3t Virginia will continue to have
increased college enrollment beyond the
national leveling-off period, according to
Dr. Martin. "This is a result of lthe increased percentage of high school graduates each year," he explaLned, adding
tlhat the Board has projected enrollments
through 1975, and will work and budget
acording to tlhese projections."
A recent proposal requiring incoming freshmen to live in dorms for four
semesters, was explained by Dr. Martin,
"Students should know that the school
has no choice in making that sort of
policy, The bondholden are protected by
law. Before distributing red.era! funds
for construction, the government must
be guarant.eed a rate of occupancy of at
least 10 per cent."
Student riots and demonstrations of
t!he past few years, brought an explanation of his thinking, "One must remember 1lhait tlhere are always two elements
involved in these student uprisings: First,
tlhere are the true revolutionaries w h o
are intent on the complete disruption
and overtlhrow of an institution, and second, 't!here are those students who have
just grievances and wish to correct If.hem.
"The first group is always i.n the minority, but 1lhey are .the ones who receive
the most publicity and comment because
1lhey always act under the guise of student rights."

Reprint From Herald-Advertiser
October 20, 1968
By Patti Arrowood Lee
Marshall Student
Knock on the door of a two-story
brick house on Neel Street in Huntington and a voice answers immediately,
"Come in! Come in! Excuse me for not
.g etting up.' Only a tuft of white hair is
visible over the back of the large leather
chair in the living room, but the Spanish accent covering the words leaves no
doubt tJhat this is the home of Juan
Fors.
"Sit down, sit down. I'm so glad you
came. I don't have many visitors," says
the former chairman of Marshall University's Spanish Department. H i s
smoky blue eyes retain the devilish
twinkle he characteristically combines
with an angelic smile.
"You know, one day soon before I
was to retire from MarS'hall," he reminisces, "a young girl came into my office and said. 'My grandfather wanted
me to tell you hello. He had Spanish
from you when he was a freshman.'
"I threw her out!" he e x p 1 o d e s,
thumping his hand on the arm of the
chair. The grin returns and he winks as
he says, "he must h a v e married very
young, don't you think?"
The grandfather might have been
one of the only 100 studentS' enrolled in
Spanish classes at Marshall College in
1931 when a young Juan Fors arrived to
be an assistant professor of Spanish.
"I had been working at the University of Chicago as an instructor while
doing graduate work," Juan explains.

"Dean Greenleaf of Marshall had been a
classmate of Kenniston w h o was the
Dean of University of Chicago; so when
the head of Marshall's S-i>anish Department became sick, Greenleaf phoned to
his friend to ask if there was someone
at Chicago they could send. I came for
one S'emester and stayed."
He came for 35 years, 28 of which he
served as chairman of the Spanish Department.
"I got my citizenship in Huntington,
I was married here and have lived here
longer than anywhere else. This is my
country. I am a West Virginian.
"When I first came, there was no
Student Union at Marshall, and no dormitorieS'. The sororities were only
wooden shacks behind where the o l d
music building is. All the out-of-town
students Ii ved in boarding houses around
the campus. There were only five buildings then: Music, Main, Northcott, the
library and the old physical education
building.
"Marshall was rough fJhen. There was
a dance every Saturday night at what is
now the women's gym and every Saturday ni~t it.here was a fight. It was like
you had to come with a knife in your
mouth. So many rough boys from the
coal fields, and the .toughest guy danced
with ,tJhe prettiest girl."
For the most of his career Juan
taug'ht his classes in the old annex building Wlhere the eight-story Stewart H.
Smith Hall now stands. Smith Hall now
ihouses the entire Modern Languages
Department with its extensive electronic
language laboratory.
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"I lhaven't seen the new academic
celllter. I would like to come to the
campus again. You know, I think I will
get a wheelahair so I can come. It would
be nice to sit at the Student Union and
lhave conversation with the people who
come by."
His eyes cloud with tears as he
looks down at his arthritis-paralyzed
legs and ithe two metal walking braces
lying beside his chair. But the mist lifts
as he quips, "I used to chase women;
now I can only trip them."
Juan became a favorite with .the
coeds in ihis classes because of his continental manner of flattery, He enjoyed
telling the story of the "Floral Games,''
a poetry contest held each May in Spain.
"There were many prizes of scholarships and money, but the first prize was
the most coveted by the students taking
part. A single violet. And why a violet?
Because it h a s all the attributes of the
perfect woman. Other flowers all lhave
some sort of defect: .fJhe gardenia gives
her perfume to anyone; the sunflower
must always be in the limelight; the camellia is sexy looking but she has no
perfume; the orahid is a parasite, and
.tJhe carnation ihas in the center two horns
Wlhiah symbolize evil, just notice 1next
time you see one. Ah, but the violet ...
lher head is always bowed in modesty
and although she is it rampled, in a short
time she is standing up again, wHh her
head still bowed. She has a beautiful
fragrance, but she does not give it to
everyone. You must first squeeze her in
your fingers before slhe will give y o u
her perfume. But the m o s t important

JUAN FORS
I I

reason is itlhat tile violet is purple. Do
you understand. Purple is the symbol of
passion. Thus the violet is the most coveted flower of a cultured gentleman."
He pauses, reflecting. Then, he continues.
"I always enjoyed going to my
classes. The students were very respectful and charming; and ·tihey kept me
young," he grins and runs his shont fingers through his w1hite hair making it
stand up like peaks of meringue.
"You see, I have a philosoPhy of
teaching. I like to get in touch witJh
sturlen1s ... to attain a spiritual feeling
beyond the ·te:xrt. Many girls and boys
have come .tJo me with their problems,
and I always give them sympathy and
love. lit is rewarding to me that they
would come."
"I taught about 13,000 students at
Marshall," ihe says proudly. His approximately 200 students per semester plus
summers . . . :that makes 13,000, does it
not? I was poor in math in school in
Spain. My fatiher wanted me to be an
engineer but you see, the math is so important. But philosophy and literature
were excellent for me."
Born in Barcelona in 1898, Juan grew
up when the country was just beginning
to get modern conveniences. "Electricity
was just coming into the cities and the
streets were dark so we could do foolish
things. The sons of some of the well-todo families were in a group we called
.the 'Heirs.' The leader of ~ gang was
the nephew of the Bishop so we could
get by wiUh lots of things." He chuckles
as he puShes his glasses onto his forehead and runs his hand over his face.
"I remember one Halloween night we
went to the !house of a man whose sist&
had ~ecently died. We tied a string to the
door knocker and then went to a nearby
poroh. We'd knock and when he'd come
no one would be tfhere. Finally lhe came
to the upstairs window in his nightgown and long cap, and thinking it was
the soul of .his sister, he cried, 'What do
you want of me, Sister?' We laughed so
loud he !heard us so we just pulled the
string and ran away.''
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At the University of Barcelona, Juan
received a Ph.B. (Bachelor of Plhilosophy). After his graduation in 1926 he
was commissioned a lieutenant in the
7'tlh Field Aliillery of the Spanish Army
and sent to Morocco.
"I was a 90-day wonder right out of
13

Uhe University. But soon after I got to
Morocco I was wounded in the ihead and
sent back to Spain to a hospital. T h a t
wound saved my life, because a week
later the fierce leader of the Moors, Abdel Krim, and lhis men massacred my
whole unit.''

It was while he was in the Army that
Juan saw it.he beginnings of his .hobby as
a gourmet chef. "I couldn't stand t h e
food in tJhe Army," he says, making a
wry face at the memory, "so in self-defense I wrote my sister for some of her
recipes."
He is now renowned for m a k i n g
paella, a traditional rice dish cooked
with saffron and various meats for Sunday dinner in Spain. "I taught Peggy to
make it," he says, referring to his daughter, "but Marion just can't seem to get
it right." He smiles across the room at
his wife. "She won't let me in the kit-

Clhen very oftien. When I get in the
kitchen I shoot the budget to hell." He
pats his Santa Claus stomach.
Mrs. Fors, the former Marion Vest,
was teaching art at Marsihall wihen she
met Professor Fors. "When we w er e
married 23 years ago," he says, "she resigned from tihe faculty because of the
ruling that a man and wife can't both
teach at MarShall. They've lost many
good teachers because of that rule."
The very walls of the For's home
echo her talent and !his background.
"These paintings are tihe street S(!enes in
Barcelona that I did one trip to Spain,"

Mrs. Fors explains. "I always filled
many sketx:h-books on each trip. I especially loved sketching itihe old Fors
castle; it's the largest ruin on the highway north of Barcelona."
"Jit's locatro on tJhe coast," Juan adds.
"It withstood three seiges by the Moors
and lilier itihat tihey used it to fighit the
pirates that came in Ito :the coast. When
they didn't need it for defense any more
they le:fit. That was in 1937. Our present
family home was built in Barcelona
about 1540. One of my nieces is living
there now."
"This is one of the family heill'loom."

He points with his cigar to a large plate
hanging on the wall qerund his chair. "It
was !hand-made from a sub.stance called
magelica - th a t means 'made by the
hands of angels' - you cain see the Arabic influence in ·the design and the rainbow colors, likle tJhe tiles in Alhambra.
It's about 300 years old. My motihe:r gave
ilt to Marion as a wedding present."
"Traditions are a sign of civilized
people," says the man who made SpaniSh tradition and manlllers a part of his
classes by being a Spanish gentleman.
"What is a gentleman?" he loved .to
ask his classes in mock seriousness.

"Un caballero es un :lobo cansado!"
He would break into laughter with
tJhe students who were quick enough to
understand the phrase, and then translate so no one would miss the joke: "A
tired wolf, you understand? Yes?"
Juan typifies the gentleman w i th
cultivated taste for fine m, fine food
and fine music. In fact, his interest in
music led him to become an opera singer
for a time. "I was in the chorus of it h e
ChiiCago Civic Opera for a while and
even appeared on the radio. There were
some concerts after I came to Marshall,
too. Dr. Balllber, now director of Mar-

shall's Artists Series, remembers Juan
Fors as "quite the Spanish explosive type
of dramatic .tenor. I was teaching at
Glenville College at itlhe time and after
hearing him at a concert at Marshall, I
talked !him into coming to Glenville to
give a performance for itlhe townspeople
and students. He was quite a popular
concert; singer and I recall that he always included 'Ille aria from "I Pagiliacci".
The role of 1ihe sad clown is singularly appropriate for the man whose
theory of living is 1lo "laugh at yourself
before anyone else gets a chance."
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PROPOSED MENTAL HEALTH CENTER TO BE AT UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
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Medical Facilities Grow, To Grow More
Twenty-four hour medical coverage

is now offered by tihe Marshall University health center with the addition of
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railw ay Hospital emergency and refenral service.
The cost of X-rays and laboratory tests
are now included in tuition fees.
Wi:th Dr. Riahard Dorsey and Dr.
E. I. Feliciano altemaiting duty from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m., 1lhe MU center is open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. The C&O offers
its coverage when the Marshall ceruller is
closed or when a student is referred to
the hospital for further treatmenit or
testing.
During the open hours at the cllnlc,
the doctor or nurse may feel that the
hospital should be consulted about a
student's condition so the clinic nurse
then screens the student thoroughly to
determine whether he needs immediate
or referred treatment, then sends the
student to the hospital on a consultation

ham.

According to Dr. John F. Otto, C&O
hospital director, tihe plan is w orking
extremely well. "We have come across
no major unsolved problems. We have
been making rules as cases present
themselves. As students come i:n to the
hmpital, they are checked by .the physician on call; if necessary, they are

kept here until hospital care is no longer
needed."
Many students have come to the
C&O emergency room for out-patient
emergency care. Dr. Otto also Sltated,
"Marshall is in the middle of experimenting and revaluating its health seryice because of tlhe great expanse in the
student enrollment." He also "does not
feel that the C & 0 can cover Marshall's
medical care full time wiltlhout some radical change and additions in 1he hospital's staff."
Dr. Dorsey, one of the MU physicians, has presented the idea of placing all
the student medical care in the hands of
the C&O hospital thus eliminating the
small clinic in Gullickson Hall.
One goal is now on its way to fulfillment, Dr. Dorsey states, "We have expanded our service to contain available
consultations, laboratory rtests, X-rays,
and 24-hour coverage, without added
dharge to the student. In this way medical expenses including equipment, tests
and hospital bills are made out to the
Unlverstty. By paying his activity fee,
!:hi! student has paid for any medical
treatment he miWiit need during the semester. He may actually use more than
he has paid for, getting a bargain in the
long run."
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With the completion of the ntw
Mental Health Center, now being constructed at a cost of $700,000 at University Heights, anotlher facility will be
available to the students and faculty.
Scheduled for completion by 1970 it
will replace the Cabell County Mental
Health Clinic and will be called the
Southwestern Mental Health Center,
Inc. and will maintain the present system for payment by asking the family
or individual only that 1 per cent of
Federal Income tax be paid for the services rendered by the clinic.
Marshall students, and classes, may
observe the therapy here. The rooms
will be equipped with observation mirroN whidh would allow a student to
gain understanding and knowledge not
available in the classroom by observing
the patient and doctor while therapeutics are being applied.
In addition to Cabell, 1lhe clinic will
also service Lincoln, Mason and Wayne
counties. Services offered will include:
inpatient and outpatient care, partial
hospitalization, emergency services 24
hours a day, consultation and educational
services and many others whidh ttie present clinic cannot administer.

Dr. Nelson Wants $Rx Filled To Relieve 'Pain'
Three prop~ed innovations to enable Marshall to .function better as a
univers:ty and to relieve its "growing
pains" have been included in a $9,318,282
tiudget reque.&t by President Roland H.
Nelson Jr.
Initia tion of a Poctor of Arts in
Teaching program, a Bureau of Industrial
Studies, and a request for rest.rucluring
~ administration.
According to Dr. A. MerV'in Tyson,
vice president of academic affairs, a
gra'dual reJtruclurtng of'tbe administration has been taking place since the beginning of the term and ic; expected to school with no specific place in the adbecome effective in a few months.
ministrative set up, now.
The provost of academic affairs, vice
Changes Planned
Addition of five new administrative president of business and finance and
other administrators will report to the
positions and dhanges in title for two
president.
present positions are in ·the plans which
Bow They Will Work
have been approved by the State Board
of Education but final action awaits apDay-to-day decisions, according to
proval from the Board of Public Works
President Nelson, then would be handled
and the State Legislature.
by people closest to the problems.
Under t:he new proposals, rthe vice
Also, under the restructuring, new
president of academic affairs will bepositions of vice president for developcome the provost of academic affairs, and ment and assistant deans in the College
will be resp9nsible for ·the over-all super- of Arts and Sciences and Teachers Colvision of the academic and academically lege would be added.
related func!Jions of the university, in adFurther Explanations
dition to directing the functions of three
Development of non-state financial
vice provosts.
support for university programs, through
The present position of dean of stufund raising, government grants, and· the
dents affairs will become vice provost university relations witlh outside funding
for student affairs. Two new positions
agencies could be co-ordinaited by the
will be establiShed - vice provost of vice president for development.
branch colleges, continuing education and
The size and complexity of operations
extensions Wlho will be responsible for
in t:he College of Arts and Sciences and
off-campus education programs; and the Teachers College have created a need for
vice provost for academicaliy rela·ted assistant deans, according to Dr. Nelson.
services will coordinate educational teleStudent academic advising and schedvision, libraries, the computer center, the
uling as well as assisting the deans in
Registrar's Office and Admissions Office.
program would be primarily 1Jhe wock of
the new assistants.
Advantages Cited
President Nelson stabes that, "if MarDr. Tyson has cited the benefits that
will be derived from initiating sudh a shall is to function as a university, it
must perform services for the region in
change:
-The new vice provosts will deal research, give more direct assistance to
with their specific areas allld then report industry, government and schools in 1lhe
general region and the state, and must
directly to the provost of academic affairs, which will relieve demands on the provide more graduate training on a
provost of academic affairs, whioh will higher level ti.lian the Masters Degree."
Could Be Added
relieve demands on the president's office,
The Doctor of Arts in Teaching could
giving lhim more time to determine larger
be initiated at Marshall next Sept.ember,
issues of policy and legislative action.
Dr. Nelson stares. This would be with a
-Many new areas in tlhe university
such as the computer cenlter and educa- limited and select em-ollment for the first
tional television, have just grown in the year until the program is underway.
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For this program a budget request of
$188,000 and an additional staff equiva-

lent to six full-time faculty members was
made. This program ds designed rto provide state and out-of-state colleges and
universities with more teachers witlh
advanced graduate study.
Dr. Nelson feels <tha.t Manhall's present .teacher prepara.tion and strong
master's pro~ in the arts and
such a program in West Virginia.
Industrial Help
The proposed Bureau of Industrial
Studies would concentrate on carrying
out research in the Huntington-Charleston-Parkersburg triangle cto benefit the
school and state. Dr. Nels0n says: "It is
the function of a university to perform
a sel"Vlke for its region in research. lit
should provide more direct assistance to
industry, goverinnrent, and sdhools in
the general region and .the entire state."
Fact-finding would be an important
function: "We can find out wihait is
standing in tlhe way of progress and
what can be done," Dr. Nelson said. Another benefit would be d:n. providing illhie
state and region with studies on school
systems allid business potentials as well
as possibilities in banking and pa.tlterns of
manpower.
A request of $166,500 lhas been made
to implement 1Jhie bureau. "Although appropriated funds will be required to begin the program, the Bureau will
become increasingly self - suppo11ting
,t hrough eligibility for Federal and private funding and through remuneration
for service," Dr. Nelson states.
"Ma.rShall has iits own unique location
in a unique area with unique problems
and potentials. Th e Universi•t y should
concentrate on providing services for
this location," he says.

Chapter News
Logan - The big news again in tlhe
ranks of our alumni chapters, c o m e s
from Logan. These chapter members are
serious about Marshall University. When
'!lhere is a job to be done they go after it
in a big way and never mind the obstacles. An ex am pl e of note: The
chapter dinner held December 2 ait the
Logan High School Cafeteria. President
Roland H. Nelson was tlhe guest speaker
and I believe it c a n be accurately reported that he was flabbergasted at the
entlhusiastic crowd that .turned out to the
dinner. The crowd indeed w a s reason
enough for the chapter workers to be
proud as more 11han 300 tickets were sold
for the event. But there is more: t ih e
proceeds from the dinner were to be
used for scholarships for studenrt3 at the
Logan Campus.
Branch Director, John Arnold and
Chapter president Dr. Everett R o us h
took Dr. Nelson on a to u r of Logan
Campus facilities and advised him of
plans for future development. After a
pause for refreshments served by the
Logan Women's Club, Dr. Nelson, Harry
Sands, Don Foose and Charles Dilllkins
were invited to attend a meeting of the
Branch advisory Board. Mr. Ken Jones,
president of the advisory Board, led a
discussion briefing Dr. Nelson regarding
•the !history of the branch, the progress
to date and needs for continued progress.
Note to The American Alumni Council: When you begin looking for out9tandling examples of alumni club operations to award the plaques to, you
can save yourself a lot of trouble by
going to Logan fiorst! Note to other Marshall Chapters: Marshall University
could certainly use a dozen chapters like
Logan. The Alumni Office stands ready
to assist each of you in planning and organizing. Let us know what you want
done.

American Alumni
Conference
The annual conference of the American Alumni Council, Region V will be
held in. Chicago in mid-Decmber. Alumni
Director Harry M. Sands and his ~ist. ant, Don H. Foose, will attend the three
day conference.
Region V is composed. of und.versities
in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis-

A collection of Merit Award Prints, representing contemporary professional photography was shown on the Logan campus this fall.
Photo by Jolmson of Logan
consin and Minnesota. T h e purpose of
the conference is to discuss current
metihods of alumni program administration, fund raising tecllniques, magazine
and newsletter techniques, alumni club
operations and various other facets of
alumni relations. Distinguished alumnors
from mid-American colleges and universities will lead conference programs
and panel discussions. Alumni di.rectors,
fund raisers and alWlU'li editors will presenit papers and discuss successful programs ideas. Daily sessions are devoted to
inidividual que9tion and answer periods
providing conferees opportuniities to explore possible applications of successful
ideas to .tJheir own campuses.
Following the conference, Marshall

University will participate with sister
Mid-American Conference universities
by holding a T.G.I.F. Party for 1960 to
1968 graduates. The party will feature a
live band, refreshments and the chance
to meet recent alums from the other
MAC schools. Assistant Alumni Director,
Don Foose, will coordinate activities for
Ohicago area alumni. He has enlisted the
lhelp of 1967 graduate, Doug Graham of
Chicago, to make Marshall alumni feel
right at home.
In addition to this activity, Ha r r y
Sands will be organizing Chicago area
alumni in preparation for the fund raising effort "Commitment to Marshall"
which will be launched in that area
early in 1969.

'·\

........'wh'"•Nml•
To Ha~iiWa Las Vegas
;

Following the account in the fall
"Alumnus" of the successful, s e v en
country tour sponsored by the Alumni
Association. many alumni and faculty
members have inquired about plans
for anotlher tour.
The Alumni Office is delig'hted with
the interest expressed. Information on
tours to several areas is n o w being
compiled from travel agencies. If
enough response is received to make it
practical, the office will pursue the
matter in detail and write to interested
persons direct.
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We have information on hand from
two agencies. One -tour offers three
days and tllree nights in Las Vegas,
seven days and seven nights in Honolulu and lbhree days and three niglhts in
San Francisco. The price is approximately $650.000 from Pittsburgh leaving Sunday July 27, 1969 and returning Sunday August 10, 1969.
If you are interested in a tour of
this or similar nature, please contact
the Marshall University Alumni Office
by January 27, 1969.

SPORTS
Sy George Rorrer '54
Alumni and the Thundering Herd
basketball team w'hich are as synonymous as the proverbial "hand and glove"
will again become part of the Christmas
Holiday spirit as the second Marshall
University Invitational Basketball Tournament, featuring a cross section of the
nation's basketball best, is held at Huntington's 6,500 seat Memorial Field House.
This year Maryland, Yale, Miami of
Florida and Marshall will provide plenty
of action for basketball fans. Last year
in the inaugural tournament Marshall
defeated Manhattan College for the
championship with Bowling Green of
Ohio and the University of Virginia as
the other two competing teams.
From the moment the visiting teams
arrive until they leave, the Marshall
University Alumni Association provides
automobiles and chauffeurs for each
team that are at rhe coaches disposal day
or night during the tournament.
Banquet Held

A banquet for news media and participants is held prior to the tournament
so tihat newsmen will have tlhe opportunity to talk to the -visiting coaches and
players.
Alumni and students of participating
schools are provided block seating so
tlhat they can cheer as a unit for their
team. These arrangeme111ts are made
through the alumni director of each college or university in cooperation with
the Marshall alumni direclDr.
Awards

Participating ·t e a m members are
given a watch as a memento of playing
in the MUI. The championship and runner-up teams are awarded their trophies
immediately after the game as well as
awards to the six-man all tournament
team and the most valuable player
award wthich are chosen by newsmen in
attendance.
Looking Forward

In 1969 New York University, Oklahoma, Xavier and Marshall will compete
while 1970 will find Holy Cross, University of Mississippi, Iowa State and Marshall "fighting it out." 1971 will have
Mississippi State, Tulane, St. Johns and
Marshall battling for the trophy.

RICK HALL SHOOTS FOUL BEFORE SECOND CONSECUTIVE FULL BOUSE
Photo b7 Tbe Parthenon
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There's no doubt next season will be
better in Marshall University football.
There's no other way it can go.
Coach Perry Moss' first Thundering
Herd completed its season with an 0-9-1
record. And, fellow alumni, our alma
mater has the nation's longest football
victory drought - 21 games.
Help is on the way, but you shouldn't
get complacent.
Marshall's 1968 freshmen, Moss' first
crop of recruits, went undefeated by
beating University of Kentucky (27-16),
Univer.s'ity of Dayton (24-7), Xavier University (42-0), Ohio University (7-6) and
•the West Virginia Tech junior varsity
(34-0).

As tlhe youngsters move up to the
varsity, things definitely will get better.
But don't expect the Herd to contend for
the Mid-American Conference championship for a while.
What Marshall fans have wi tnessed
over tlhe last three campaigns (two victories, 27 losses and one tie) is a result
of long-time lack of support for the fo:ltball program.
This was remedied somewhat last
spring with the providing of a $15,000
recruiting budget for coach Moss. That
he used it wisely was obvious, considering the freshman record.
Continued support is a must if Marshall is to assume a place among its MAC
rivals. Moss and his staff have proved it
is possible to recruit well for Marshall
with the right kind of help.
The 1968 varsity was simply incapable of competing in major college fo0otball. It had the best pas.sing attack in
school history, but i.t was saddled with
the least effective defense Marshall has
ever had.
Lending hope for next yea:r are these
freshmen, among others:
Quarterbacks-Ted Shoebridge (195)
of Lyndhurst, N. J., who could be one of
tihe best in Marshall his-tory, and Robert
Harris (175) of Cincinnati, who co u 1 d
probably be a star if Shoebridge wasn't
ahead of him.
Spli.t end - Speedy Dennis Blevins
(185) of Bluefield.
Offensive tackle - Ron Mikolajczyk
(250) of Passaic, N. J., who knocks down
not only blocking dummies but tlheir
holders, too, and Dan McCoy (215) of
Baltimore, Ohio.
Guani - Jeff Angle (200) of Logan,
Ohio, and Tom Howard (195) of Milton.
Center - Bob Olson (200) of Longwood, Fla.
Defensive end - Fred Gaudet (216)
of Buckhannon, Ray Ford (220) cf
Marksville, La., and Mark Andrews
(218) of Cincinnati.
Defensive tackle - Sam Lett (225)
1
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Only One
Way To Go
of Selvia, Ala., Dwight Charlot (270) of
Marksville, La., and Jim Sly (220) of
Iaeger.
Linebacker - Larry Nelson (175) of
Donora, Pa., Kevin Lynch (185) of
Charlestown, Mass., Scotty Reese (180)
of Waco, Texas, and Roger Vanover
(185) of Russell, Ky.
Cornerback - Larry Sanders (195)
of Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Nat Ruffin (180)
of Marksville, La.
Safety - Roger Childers (175) of St.
Albans and Craig Greenlee (160) of
Ocala, Fla.
Biggest problem 'the varsity had was
a lack of overall team speed. This was a
strength of the frosh, who allowed only
one team - Kentucky - to score more
than one touchdown, and w h o blanked
two opponents.
Mars/hall's varsity yielded more
points, 355, than any MlJ team in history.
It also, quite naturally, set a ll"ecord for
returning kickoffs with 60 for 1,013
yards.
On the positive side, juniOT quarterback John Oe11tel put his name in the
school passing record book frequently.
Oertel completed. 95 passes in 222 attempts for 1,251 yards, eclipsing marks
in each category set by Bob Hamlin in
1962 (89 of 185 for 1,004 yards) .
Oertel, !however, had 24 passes intercepted •to more ·than double Howie Miller's record of 11 (1964).
Marshall's air game s e t team season
records for yardage (1,728), .attempts
(315), completions (134), touchdowns
(13) and passes had intercepted (29).
Star punter Skip Williams led •the
19

Herd to the most punting yardage in
school hist.ory, 2,085. Williams finllshed
10th nationally wiUh a 40.9 average on 61
kicks for 2,492 yards.
Oe el, Williams and 9anker Jeff
Ternes who tied a school record by
catchi
tWo touchdown t)llses against
East Carolina and against llavier, will
all retu rn next fall
Marshell will nex.t season face nine
of the 10 teams it played in 1968. NoI1thern Illilloja is the 9nly . ..,comer, replacin~ Xavier of Cincinnati.
Th Schedule:
Sep 20, at Morehead State Universi.ty; 27, University of Toledo.
Oct~ 4. Northern Illinois University;
11, at Miami University; 18, at University of Louisville; 25, at W9tern Michigan Uni~t,1.
No~ 1, Bowling Green State University; ~ at Kent State University ; 15,
East Carolina University; 22, Ohio University.
Mal'$hall is in a familiar spot in the
Mid-AnM!rican Conference race for the
Reese Cup, emblemKtic of le gue overall
sports supremacy.
Afler completion of the fall sports,
Marshell-¥ dead last with two points, the
minirma·n um.ber which cav, .be scored.
Botmtbe Thundering Htrd football
and er~ country teams fin.Whoo last.
Ohie and Miami are t i e d for first
with I:t PQints each,. followed ~Y Western
Michig
with 10, Bo-.vli.Dg Preen wittlh
seven a1id one-half, Toledo \'tith six and
one-ha
Kent with six a n d Marshall
with two.

Basketball In
A Rebuilding Season
This is a rebuilding season in Marshall University basketball, but tlhe
Thundering Herd is expected to remain
competiitive in the Mid-American Conference.
This season's Herd is an inter esting
mixture of veterans who have proved
their ability, and of sophomores who
possess unlimited, but untapped, .talent.
"We've got five sophomores and two
junior colleg·e transfers," said coach Ellis
Jo.hnson. "That's seven players w!ho are
,new to us. H'd be easy to put them on
the spot, but I'm not going to do it.
"This group, I ·think, has the potential to be as good as George Stooo, Bob
Redd and Bob Allen were as sophomores,
but probably not as •good as they were as
seniors."
Stone, Redd and Allen, of course,
were among last season's Mar.sihall seniors. As sophomores their record was 1212, as juniors it was 20-8 and as seniors
it was 17-8.
"These sophomores have potential,"
continued Johnson, "but it has all go¢ to
be proved.
"They'U be interesting to watcih. I
think we'll ihave more depth than we
had last year. We'll be bigger than we
were last year, and strong on •the boards.
"We may be better defensively, because we'll have more depbh. There is
more potential for defense in our personnel than we've had before. Offensively, the potential is there, too, but it
has to be proved.
"I expect .to play fast basketball, just
like always. I think we'll be able Ito get
'1lhe ball off the board and out faster than
we coi.tld last year.
"But these youngsters have to be
<taught how, and they have to learn •to
play togelllher. We coaches have our
work cut out for us."
Forming the nucleus are returnees
Danny D'Antoni (6-0) and Jim Davidson (6-3), the remaining members of the

"iron five" who carried Marshall t:>
two consecutive National Invitation
Tournament appearances.
"We're expe!Cting both of them to
improve theia- scoring output," s a i d
J olhnson, "and we're expecting them to
provide leadership for •the younger
players."
They were doing just 1tlhat as the Nov.
30 opener against Morris Harvey d r e w
near.
D'Antoni, who recovered well from a
bad ankle sprain he suffered early in the
fall practice sessions, was paired in the
backcourt with 6-2 sophomore B 1 a i n e
Henry of Cynthiana, Ky,
Sophomore Dave Smith, a 6-6, 210pounder from Dayton, Ohio, was the
starter at center, w~th 6-6, 190-pound
soph Ricky Turnbow of Cincinnati ahead
of returnees Jdhn Mallett (6-7, s·enior)
and Bob Didur (6-8, junicr) for the
backup job.
Davidson and junior letterman Rickey
Hall (6-4) were paired in the forecourt.
Hall's scoring in scrimmage games won
him the job over 6-6 sophomore Bernard
Bradshaw, 6-6 junior college transfer
Joe Taylor, 6-9 soph Gary Pommerenck
and 6-3 junior Larry Osborne.
Pommerenck, of Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
was expected •to see plenty of action wibh
tihe future in mind. He started in t w o
intrasquad scrimmages shortly before
the opener, and indicated his development is ahead of sChedule.
Top backcourt reserves are 6-1 junior
college transfer Pat Brady, 6-2 junior
Phil Kazee, 6-1 senior Dallas Blankenship and 6-2 junfor Robbie Munn.
Johnson hoped to develop "seven or
eight" front line performers in pre-season work, but indication was he ill.ad as
many as 14 players ihe could use without
serious damage to the outlook.
This means the "iron five" concept i.s
gone, hopefully forever. "It's bad to
have ..:.just five players you count on all
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the time," said Johnson. "That weakens
you because you don't have any flexibility.
"I think we have a lot of be n c h
strength with this group."
In the wings is an interesting freshman team that includes super-recruit
Russell Lee, a 6:-5 all-around star from
Boston.
Lee won "most valuable" honors in a
tournament last spring at Scihenectady,
N. Y., in which most of the East's top
high school players performed. Since arriving on campus, he lh a s added to his
reputation. He scored 28 points in his
first confrontation with bhe varsity, and
he appears to be good enough to break
inlto :the lineup as soon as he becomes
eligible.
Also on 1ihe freshmen squad is Lee's
brotiher, Eugene. Eugene is 6-1, and a
great outside shooter wiho appears capable of playing Mid-American basketball.
Other ·recruits are 6-7 1h Bill Bertalan
of Hollywood, Fla., who played for coach
Andy Tonkovich at Chaminade H i g h,
and 6-1 D. J. Jebbia, the all-time rtop
scorer in Wheeling High !history.

'Nothing' Expert Speaks

Al Capp, ithe man who's an expert
on natftling but has opinions on everything, spoke at a Marshall Convocation
in Old Main Auditorium 1in October.
Amid laughter, applause and a few
boos from a large audience, Capp spent
an hour answering questions which students had written and submitbed: and
ended by answering questions from the
floor.

WHAT IS A METROVERSITY?
it is located," he said.

President Roland H. Nelson Jr. has
outlined plans for a new model in higher
educaition and has challenged West Virginians to develop MarShall into suclh a
system.
"Our times call for imaginabion, innovation, flexibility, even daring in
higher educaition. We must educate more
people and we must do it better than we
have ever done it before. Marshall c a n
and will, wLth your help, be that metroversity."
''It is located where 1he people are
(the Parkersburg-Charleston-Hunlbington
triangle). It will become more involved
wiJth its region; iot will respond m o re
readily to the immediate educastional, economic and social needs of iits region."
"I have requested no_t IJ- modest but a
significant increase in t h e budget because we are proposing to do a significant not a modest job," Dr. Nelson has
stated.
To effectively meet the ch a n g i n g
times there is a critical need for continuing education, lhe has point.eel out. Many
people change careers from 1:hree to five
times, ithose who are not educated up <to
potential need job upgrading, many jobs
have disappeared leaving people w i th
obsolet.e skills and by 1975 it is predicted
that 25 per cent of tihe work force will
have had some college education making
professional and itechnical personnel out-

number skilled craftsmen for t h e first
time in history, Dr. Nelson also says.
"The trequisites for i-nt.elligent participation in government and in our increasingly complex social and economic
systems will require a higlhly educated
citizenry if we are ito avoid an egoist
society controlled by a few who maintain power by manipulation of the
many," he said, adding, "higher educa•tion is too powerful a force. It cannot be
a privilege reserved for the few."
"We can no longer leave undiscovered
or undeveloped so many otalelllted people
because of an overly narrow defimtion
of wha/t lhiglher educaition is, who is
qualified for it, what golden gateway
must lead to .it," he said.
To meet this challenge, t h o s e involved in higlher education must define
education more broadly itlhan iit has in the
past and to meet the demand "that we
invest to the point of sacrifice" to create
an effective educational system.
Dr. Nelson proposed ith at West Virginia set the example for a more involved higher education with solutions
to cUITent problems.
"I am proposing therefore w lh at -I
term the Metroversity - a major societal
force in its region; a brokerage house for
ideas, for brainpower; a catalyst for action, concerned. wrl.th and closely itied ito
the development of •t h e region in which

"Commitment To Marshall 220"
Yes, I want to be known as an ACTIVE MARSHALL ALUMNUS.
Here .is my contribution to the Annual Giving Fund. 1;11 be looking for
my alumni decal and alumni publications ilil the mail.
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He termed >the metroversity similar
to the traditional undergraduate a n d
graduate programs for fulltime students,
traditional research and service.
But the difference - a Metroversity's
emphasis lies in the programs o~her itlhan
the traditional. In continuing education,
a Metroversity provides such programs
as one-week institutes leading to parttime Ph.D. work, in conjunction with industry, governmerut and' business to anticipate manpower needs, and "devlises
new programs for the par.t-time adulit
rather than super-imposing upon him a
program designed for the full-time adolescent student," Dr. Nelson also says.
Another aspect of the program he
outlined is .that it uses its location as a
laboratory by initiating internships and
work study programs, by carrying o u 1
research into 'the needs of its region in
cooperation with business, industry, government and school systems, and by providing demonstration schools, jomtlyowned research centers, performing art
cente,rs, training centers and Iibraries.
Other needs for a Metroversity in
West Virginia result kom the state's loss
of population, need to attraoct industry,
Changing job structure, population shift
to urban centers and .its position in the
bottom :ten· per cent in population going
beyond high school.
He outlined positive reasons for the
locaition of a Metroversity in West Vir~.ia. Lt is a leading state in natural resources, providing areas for •r esearch; it
ihas an ideal location for development;
the people are willing to sacrifice ·to
move forward, and the state is not yet
faced wit!h urban problems f o u n d in
many staites.
"We cannot afford not to make this
major investment in our human n!sources at 11his rtime. Investmenit c a n
probably be matched dollar for dollar
f\rom ~utside funds because it is unique,
meaningful to these itimes, and West Virginia is place where fou ndations and
federal agencies are willing to invest,"
Dr. Nelson states•.
He also adds thait the plan is economically sound because "money invested
would stay in the state and generate additional money in increased earning
power, and in attracting new business
and industry."
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